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How to Teleport Superpositions of Chiral Amplitudes
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Chiral molecules may exist in superpositions of left- and right-handed states. We show how
amplitudes of such superpositions may be teleported to the polarization degrees of freedom
photon and thus measured. Two experimental schemes are proposed, one leading to perfec
other to state-dependent teleportation. Both methods yield complete information about the amplitu
[S0031-9007(98)08006-5]
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“Quantum teleportation,” proposed in 1993 by Benne
et al. [1], has become a reality [2,3]. However, to date a
of the teleportation work deals with intraspecies telepo
tation (e.g., atom-atom or photon-photon). In this Lette
we propose an interspecies teleportation scheme. Spec
cally, we outline experiments in which the information
contained in a superposition of chiral amplitudes,jfMl 
ajLl 1 bjRl, may be teleported to a photon. Here,jLl
and jRl are the left- and right-handed states of a chira
molecule. In special cases, the teleportation scheme p
sented here can also be used to teleport the state of m
general molecular superpositions such as superpositions
cis- and trans-isomers. While methods for creating and
detecting a molecular state of the formjfMl have already
been discussed [4,5], the corresponding experiments ha
not been performed. Indeed, no chiral superposition h
ever been measured. By teleporting the information co
tained in the amplitudesa andb to the polarization vector
of a photon, the superposition becomes easy to detect
standard photon polarization measurements. Then by p
forming another teleportation to a spin 1y2 nucleus or a
trapped ion (as envisioned in [2]) one can imprint the ch
rality information onto a much stabler state, suitable fo
further manipulations: the nucleus or ion acts as aquan-
tum memorydevice.

To teleport the chiral superposition statejfMl we
take our entangled pair to be two photons in the sta
jC

2
12l  s1y

p
2 d sjl1l jr2l 2 jr1l jl2ld. Here, jll and jrl

denote left and right circularly polarized photons. Photo
1 will become entangled with the molecule, and photon
will be the one whose polarization state will receive th
amplitudesa and b. Initially, the total molecule-photon
state is unentangled:jcl  jfl jC

2
12l. As in [1], this state

can be rewritten as

jcl 
1
2 sjC2

M1l j1l 1 jC1
M1l j2l 1 jF2

M1l j3l
1 jF1

M1l j4ld . (1)

Here the four maximally entangled “Bell states”
are jC

6
M1l  s1y

p
2 d sjLl jr1l 6 jRl jl1ld, jF

6
M1l  s1yp

2 d sjLl jl1l 6 jRl jr1ld, and the four states involving
photon 2 are
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j1l  2

√
a
b

!
 2ajl2l 2 bjr2l , (2)

j2l  2sz

√
a
b

!
 2ajl2l 1 bjr2l , (3)

j3l  sx

√
a
b

!
 bjl2l 1 ajr2l , (4)

j4l  2isy

√
a
b

!
 2bjl2l 1 ajr2l . (5)

Thes’s are the Pauli matrices andjl2l  s 1
0 d, jr2l  s 0

1 d.
As emphasized in [1], the above form implies that th
“teleportee” photon (2) can be transformed into the sta
s a

b d by one of four simple unitary operations. Which o
the four operations needs to be applied dependsonly on
the measurement outcome of the projection onto the B
states. The scheme thus requires two bits of classi
communication to transfer the information regarding th
continuumof quantum statess a

b d, at the price of establish-
ing prior entanglement. However, this is not to say th
a unitary transformation of the original teleported pho
ton state is the only way to obtain complete informatio
Below we give an example of “state-dependent” telepo
tation which nonetheless does yield complete informatio
Note further that the circular polarized basis plays no sp
cial role in the above discussion. We now show ho
to extend the previous work by proposing an apparat
which can be used to teleport the superposition of chi
amplitudes.

Teleportation of Chirality.—Consider the apparatus
shown in Fig. 1. Before photon 1 reaches the interfe
ometer, the system is in the direct product statejfl jC

2
12l.

At some later time, photon 1 will have reached the bea
splitter and thus will have some amplitude to be found
the top arm and some amplitude to be found in the botto
arm where it will interact with the molecule.

Now it is well known that left and right circularly
polarized photons acquire different phase shifts wh
scattering through a chiral molecule [6]. Ordinarily th
phase shifts due to a single molecule are undetecta
small. However, it has been shown that by utilizing
high-finesse optical resonator (cavity), phase shifts d
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. A source produces an entangled pair of photon
1 and 2. Photon 1 enters an interferometer and intera
with the molecule, labeled M. Ap pulse, produced by the
box labeled laser, excites the molecule to a state of defin
parity and the resulting fluorescence is detected by detecto
Detector 2 is set to detect photons of a definite polarizatio
A coincidence measurement then teleports the state of
molecular superposition to the polarization state of photon 2.

to the coupling of a single photon to a single cesiu
atom may be as large as16± [7]. The interaction which
gives rise to this phase shift is an electric dipole-dipo
scattering process, whereas optical activity is mediat
by an electric dipole-magnetic dipole interaction. Sinc
molecular magnetic dipole moments are about1022

smaller than electric dipole moments, we expect that w
current technology the phase shift due to optical activi
in a high-finesse cavity would be on the order of a ten
of a degree, perhaps too small to be useful in our schem
On the other hand, the last decade has seen tremend
progress in the fabrication of high-finesse optical caviti
[8], and we expect that our proposed experiment will b
feasible in the future.

Furthermore, natural optical activity cannot be en
hanced by a standing wave cavity because it is eras
upon reflection back through the optically active mediu
[9]. Thus, natural optical activity is enhanced only by th
use of aring cavity. Another possibility is to utilize the
effect of E-field optical activity [5]. This type of opti-
cal activity does not vanish upon reflection through th
medium so a standing wave cavity may be used. T
formalism which we present here is applicable to natur
optical activity. For the case ofE-field optical activity,
the superposition of chiral states should be written in t
“false chirality” basis made from the statesjLl 6 ijRl
[10]. These states are converted into one another by
version, and they are toE-field optical activity what the
statesjLl andjRl are to natural optical activity [5].

The photon-molecule scattering implements acondi-
tional phase-shiftmechanism. Specifically,

jll jLl ! eiskz2wdjll jLl, jrl jRl ! eiskz2wdjrl jRl ,
(6)

jll jRl ! eiskz1wdjll jRl, jrl jLl ! eiskz1wdjrl jLl .
(7)

Here e6iw is the phase shift due to optical activity an
z is the free-space optical path length. For arbitra
molecular superpositions, the Faraday effect [6] gives r
to a table similar to the one above. However, with th
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Faraday effect, the two different molecular states giv
rise to different rotations and spin-independent indice
of refraction (related to the quantitiesf and kz in the
above equations). For the special case where the t
states give equal and opposite rotations of the polarizati
vector and also give rise to the same spin-independe
phase shift, the Faraday effect gives rise to a set
equations identical to the ones above but wherejLl and
jRl are replaced by kets representing the two molecul
states which are superposed. For this special situatio
the Faraday effect can be used in place of optical activi
and the teleportation scheme can be used to teleport m
general types of molecular superpositions. As an add
bonus, the Faraday effect does not vanish upon reflecti
the beam back through the medium and can therefore
enhanced in a standing wave cavity.

In any case, using the above equations, it is easy
show that after the interaction with the chiral superpos
tion the amplitude on the bottom arm of the interferomete
(Fig. 1) is proportional to

jcbotl ~
eiw

2
fjC2

M1l j1l 1 jC1
M1l j2lg

1
e2iw

2
fjF2

M1l j3l 1 jF1
M1l j4lg . (8)

The amplitude for going through the upper arm is sti
described by Eq. (1), and the full state is a superpositio
of the amplitude on the top and bottom arms. Now
by adjusting the path length and thus the phase
the amplitude in the top arm of the interferometer
we can arrange it so that only one pair of the state
jC

6
M1l and jF

6
M1l has nonzero amplitude to reach the

detector 2. Suppose we adjust the top arm so th
only the jC

6
M1l reach detector 2. Then after the photo

has left the interferometer the state can be written (u
to an overall phase)jcl  fsinswdy

p
2 g fjC2

M1lD2 j1l 1

jC
1
M1lD2 j2lg 1 jc 0l . Here the subscriptD2 indicates that

the photon in that state is heading for detector 2. Th
statejc 0l is the amplitude which in Fig. 1 is now traveling
vertically away from this detector (denoted “other”). We
are not concerned with the precise form ofjc 0l; for our
purposes it suffices to know that this state involves photo
amplitude which will never intersectD2. Using the basis
of parity eigenstatesj6l and linear polarizationsjxl, jyl,

j6l 
1

p
2

sjLl 6 jRld , (9)

jxl 
1

p
2

sjll 1 jrld, jyl 
i

p
2

sjll 2 jrld ,

(10)
we can rewrite the postinterferometer state as

jcl 
sinswd

p
2

√
1

p
2

j1l jxlD2 2
i

p
2

j2l j ylD2

!
j1l

1

√
1

p
2

j2l jxlD2 2
i

p
2

j1l j ylD2

!
j2l 1 jc 0l .

(11)
5929
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The laser in Fig. 1 is used to produce ap pulse, tuned
to a transition between the ground state of the molecu
and an excited state of definite parity which fluoresce
Suppose that the excited state is of odd parity; in t
5930
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s.

he

electric dipole approximation the parity must change up
electronic excitation, so only the statej1l will be excited.
Therefore, after excitation and fluorescence, we arrive
the state
jcl 
sinswd

p
2

"√
1

p
2

j1l jn1l jxlD2 2
i

p
2

j2l jn0l j ylD2

!
j1l

1

√
1

p
2

j2l jn0l jxlD2 2
i

p
2

j1l jn1l jylD2

!
j2l

#
1 jc 0l . (12)
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The j1l molecular state has become coupled to a spon
neously emitted photon (jn1l), whereas thej2l state has
not (the vacuum statejn0l). Teleportation can now be
performed by projecting onto anunentangledstate [11]:
one places a Polaroid oriented in thex direction in front
of the detector 2 and looks for coincidences with detect
1 (which detects the spontaneous emissionjn1l). A co-
incidence measurement then constitutes a projection o
the statejn1l jxlD2 . This implies that the teleportee pho
ton is in the statej1l  2ajl2l 2 bjr2l. Teleportation
has been achieved. By altering the length of the top a
of the interferometer and/or exciting the molecule to a
even parity state, we can teleport to any of the four ph
ton states in Eq. (1).

State-Dependent Teleportation.—The latter scheme ac-
complishes perfect teleportation: anunknownamplitude of
the chiral superposition appears in the polarization vec
of photon 2. We will next consider a simplified experi
ment which avoids the use of interferometry, and acco
plishesstate-dependent, imperfect teleportation.

Suppose we remove the upper arm of the interferom
ter. Then the entire apparatus is represented byjcbotl
as in Eq. (8). We again rewrite the amplitude in th
j1l, j2l, jxl, and jyl representation, yieldingjc 0

botl 
fj2l j yl j10l 1 j1l j yl j20l 1 j2l jxl j30l 1 j1l jxl j40lg
where the four unnormalized teleportee photon states a

j10l ;
i

2
p

2
se2iwj2l 2 eiwj4ld , (13)

j20l ;
i

2
p

2
se2iwj1l 2 eiwj3ld , (14)

j30l ;
1

2
p

2
se2iwj1l 1 eiwj3ld , (15)

j40l ;
1

2
p

2
se2iwj2l 1 eiwj4ld . (16)

Denotinga  aeiua andb  beiub , the norms are

Probs10d  jkc 0
bot j 2, ylj2  Probs30d  jkc 0

bot j 2, xlj2


1
4 f1 2 2ab cossua 2 ubd coss2wdg , (17)

Probs20d  jkc 0
bot j 1, ylj2  Probs40d  jkc 0

bot j 1, xlj2


1
4 f1 1 2ab cossua 2 ubd coss2wdg . (18)

We notice that the transformation matrices that sends a
b d
ta-

or

nto
-

rm
n
o-

tor
-
m-

e-

e

re

into j10l throughj40l are not unitary. For example,

j10l 
1

i2
p

2

µ
e2iw 2eiw

eiw 2e2iw

∂ µ
a
b

∂
.

The resulting states are, however,pure. Appropriately
renormalized, they may be represented by polarizatio
vectors on the unit Bloch sphere. Hence there is a un
tary rotation which carries each teleported vector into th
original state,s a

b d. However, as seen from Eqs. (17) and
(18), the transformation depends upon the values ofa, b,
and the phase-shift anglew. In this sense the present
scheme constitutes a state-dependent, imperfect telepo
tion, since it cannot be used to teleport an unknown qua
tum state [12]. Nevertheless, it is possible to obtainfull
information abouta and b by standard optical methods.
One can measure the relative phase and relative magnitu
of the polarization components of photon 2. The relativ
phases and separately, the relative magnitudes, are eq
in pairs. Thus by transmission of a single bit of classi
cal information, it is possible to tell cases10, 30 from 20, 40

and to obtain complete information on the chiral superpo
sition. Of course, each measurement which contributes
this process destroys the superposition of polarizations
photon 2. This loss cannot be prevented in the perfect tel
portation scheme either if the actual values ofa andb are
needed. From this perspective there is no real advanta
to the perfect scheme. Indeed, the perfect scheme is bet
only if photon 2 is put to use in a later quantum information
processing stage, such as an input to a quantum compu

Discussion.—This work has, for the first time, con-
sidered in detail the possibility of interspecies teleporta
tion. This led us to propose a concrete scheme by whic
the quantum chiral state of a single molecule could b
measured, by means of transferring the chiral informa
tion to an easily measurable photon polarization state. W
have outlined two experiments, one leading to perfect, o
unitary, teleportation of the amplitudes of a chiral super
position, the other to state-dependent teleportation. How
ever, we have shown that the latter is able to transm
in general, full amplitude information as well. The key
to the schemes proposed here is the use of the pari
conservingsymmetrygoverning the interaction between
light and a chiral molecule, Eqs. (6) and (7). This sym
metry leads to the possibility of implementing a condi-
tional phase shift, without which teleportation cannot tak
place. We conjecture that it is possible to exploit othe
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symmetries in order to affect interspecies teleportation
other cases. Indeed, we have discussed how, using
Faraday effect, the state of a more general molecular s
perposition can be teleported. In the same vein, any oth
spin1y2 particle can be used to replace the photons in o
scheme, but with a different interaction, such as spin-orb
coupling [13].

A virtue of the method of chiral teleportation is tha
it provides a genuinely new way of measuring chira
superpositions of chiral amplitudes. Indeed, even if th
original molecular state isjLl, successful teleportation is
a manifestation of at least one pair of superpositions,j1l
andj2l.

Model calculations show that chiral superpositions i
media are extremely short lived: they decohere on a tim
scale of picoseconds to femtoseconds [14]. Hence o
might wonder whether the chiral superposition will no
decohere over the time scale needed for the photon to
teract with it. Collisions with the walls and asymmetrie
of the cavity are the chief decoherence agents as they le
to fluctuating chiral environments [15]. In the case of
high-finesse cavity we estimate that this should lead to d
coherence times of the order of 1 sec. Decoherence th
does not present a significant obstacle in accomplishi
the proposed experiment.

Another issue brought up by this work is the possibilit
of probing quantum properties in “large” objects, and thu
the transition (be it continuous or sharp) as a functio
of object size to classical behavior. The emergenc
of the latter is one of the most fascinating unsolve
problems of present-day physics. At which point is th
object “too large” to enable teleportation of its chira
superposition? The number of degrees of freedom
the object will set the decoherence time scale, since
determines the coupling to the bath degrees of freedo
It thus controls the extent of “environmental monitoring,
leading to classical behavior, i.e., the absence of quantu
interference in large objects [16]. In principle, as long a
the object is chiral and there exist excited nondegenera
states of definite parity, our schemes apply.Ceteris
paribus, failure to teleport may thus be taken as a
indication of classicality of the chiral object.

Finally, the extension of quantum teleportation to su
perpositions of molecular states has yielded an entire
new way of measuring given superpositions of chiral am
plitudes. It is therefore tempting to considerreversein-
terspecies teleportation. Consider, e.g., diasterioisome
these are two molecules connected by a chemical bo
or a van der Waals complex. The molecules are mirr
images of one another. That is, one isjLl, and the other
is jRl. For example, a left-handed oligomer of dipheny
alanine (DA) is connected by a disulphide bridge (DB) t
a right-handed oligomer of DA. The DB bridge is easily
in
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cleaved. Let us imagine that the dimer is cooled down
a J  0 state of total angular momentum. When cleave
the dimer state breaks up into monomer states of equ
total angular momentum and equal and oppositez com-
ponent of angular momentum,M. The fragments also
move in opposite directions. Clearly then there is a su
of entangled states inM. Using the same scheme as de
scribed above for a simultaneous measurement on a ch
molecule and a photon, we can now teleport a superp
sition of photon polarization states to create a superpo
sition of handed states in one of the molecules. Thu
we can create arbitrary superpositions of chiral amplitude
through interspecies teleportation.
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